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This is a guide to DIY home growing of Opium. Growing Opium is illegal in most place of the world and can result in a lengthy prison sentence the writer or the website does not condone or encourage this practice. This article is entertaining and interesting for those interested in Drug Plants.

Tip: It is possible to Order seeds online by going to www.darkbiology.com and going to the drug plants page. Or by going to www.drugplantseeds.com

List of items required.

* Papaver Somniferum seeds/Breadseeds
* Several 1 or 1/2 gallon pots (due to its depth, poppies like depth for their roots.)
* A dozen self-seal bags
* Saucers or plates
* Bag of sand
* Sprayer filled with non-chlorinated water

You don't need any pesticides, fungicides or herbicides.

1. Order Papaver Somniferum seeds online and then wait for it to arrive in the mail. By any chances, if breadseeds/opium poppies are legal in your country (Also some countries like Canada have banned opium poppies. However, they haven't enforced this law) and so you can acquire the seeds at your local market, or garden shop. The poppies are generally listed as ‘Breadseeds’ for cooking purposes. These seeds are usually a grayish/blackish or brownish. Also do not mention anything involving narcotics (Heroin, Opium. etc) for this will attract unwanted attention and people will be wary about your unexplained motives with Papaver Somniferum seeds. Address the plants as Papaver somniferum or simply ‘poppies’.
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2. After you have acquired your poppy seeds, spread them across a dampened but not soaked tissue/or towel. Apply a second damp tissue/towel over the first. Buy a self-seal bag and a plate. Lay the tissue containing the seeds carefully on the plate, or saucer. Slip the plate into the self-seal bag, and afterwards, seal it tightly and leave it on the windowsill until the seeds begin to germinate. Also, lightly sprinkle water when the tissue begins to dry out to ensure the seeds stay moist and then wait approximately 10-20 days until the seeds germinate (Don’t disturb the seeds since they are very sensitive.) After 10 days have a peek to see have the seeds germinated and if the seeds haven’t, leave it for a couple of days but continue sprinkle the tissue and seeds lightly with non-chlorinated water. If the seeds have germinated then take them out.

Gently pickup some seeds with your fingertips and gently pinch them in a 1/2 gallon pot or egg carton containing compost/garden soil mixed with sand to ensure the seeds are dispersed evenly. Make sure you have a pot for each seed. Poppies like depth for their roots and so make sure your 1/2-gallon pots are tall enough, 6-7” inches in height (If not your poppies will be stunted and won’t grow as fully). Grow about 6-8 seedlings in each pot about 2 inches part and then thin them out later (Not all the seeds will germinate so beware). When the seeds have germinated and are clustered together, then segregate/thin them out to ensure full maximum growth. Destroy the weakest or smallest seedlings and ensure the strongest, tallest, and healthiest survive.
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After your poppies have reached a descent height and thickness then transplant them into a different location by carefully planting them outdoors in your garden/elsewhere. If you are preferred to grow them indoors then make sure your poppies have enough depth and space for maximum growth. However, make sure the plants are frequently sprinkled lightly with non-chlorinated and are kept moist but not damp to prevent mold or plight.
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After three weeks or so your seedlings should look like this. Remember to spray the seedlings lightly everyday with non-chlorinated water since chlorine might harm the seedlings.

3. After month or so your seedlings should look like this. Notice the number of poppies growing in the one pot. Remember to thin your poppies out to reduce competition between the plants and ensure the strongest and healthiest survive. When the plants look very clustered then separate them to another plot. If you live in a suburban area with lots of fields located around it. Then you can transplant your poppy plants to different locations throughout your neighbourhood, or grow a field of poppies in a hidden plot somewhere. Just locate a descent field away from the eyes of law enforcement and nosy neighbours. Plough the field during summertime and scatter your poppy seeds across the topsoil during autumn (do the same during springtime). If you like everything organized then plant your seeds along a line to prevent crowding*(about 6 inches apart will do). After that, cover the seeds with 1 inch of soil and leave it to grow. When you come back in spring, the seedlings should be peeking out of the ground and also some seeds might stay dormant or are dead (If your seeds didn't germinate then the climate is too extreme for growing Papaver Somniferum). Don’t worry because the seeds will eventually germinate and flourish. After one month, remove any plants that seem to have grown mold on them (due to
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heavy rain and constant wet conditions), or any plants that look withered/dying.
(Warning: Burn the moldy plants to ensure it doesn’t spread.)

4. It is possible to grow poppies indoors. However, much effort is needed and equipment.
Also you could start by germinating them indoors and transplant your plants outdoors to a nearby field or garden. It’s just like growing cannabis really. Be cautious when
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handling the seedlings though.

5. These are indoor poppies inside a wardrobe with a lot of heating equipment and air filters to exchange the deoxygenated air.
Many have questioned me, which is a better indoor or outdoor poppy growing. It depends but to be honest, it's outdoor poppies that seem to produce the best results since it'll get the required minerals and sunlight.
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If you’re looking to acquire opium from your harvest then outdoor poppies are advised because each poppy plant will produce 5 - 6 pods (varies) and each pod will produce perhaps 100mg or 250mg/perhaps even less latex opium so the poppy plant contains about 0.5% morphine or more. Indoor poppies require the same lighting and equipment, as Cannabis growing such as HID lights (HPS/MH), CFLs and others... 120w LED growing lights is good as well.

7. After three months or so, your poppies should look something like this with a stem, pod, thick lettuce-like leaves and stalk. Also when the petals fall off, the pods would look smaller than usual, but just wait about a week or so and the pods should begin to swell up rapidly, and you can judge how big your pod will be by the size of the crown. Usually at first, the crown is bigger than the pod itself and within a week or so the poppy pods should double or even triple in size.

The wider the crown, the bigger your pods shall be and not to mention, size doesn’t always mean more potency. Too much water will cause mold to form (This common in north/northwestern Europe, North America and Russia.). Don’t let your plants be kept soaked or mold will develop and spread.
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8. After the petals fall off, wait about twenty days or so before harvest time.
When the pods turn blackish or bend downwards then its harvest time since the plant
has reached its full maturity.
To harvest, make a shallow horizontal or vertical cut on the pod to release opium (use a
putty knife or anything sharp. I once used a ruler 😊)
The cuts should be less than one-sixteenth of an inch deep so it only slices into the first
layer of the capsule/pod. Do this all around the pod to release as much opium as
possible.
The little blobs of white, or yellow, or pink is opium latex. Leave the wounds to release
the opium for at least 3-6 hours or over night.
Then when you return, collect the opium with a spoon or knife and scrap off into a bowl.
By now, the sticky blobs should’ve turned into brown tar like substance that is easily
scrapped off and collected on a blunt putty knife. Opium itself is not a single drug or
chemical, and does not have its own distinct chemical structure but rather it’s a “cocktail”
of different drugs (opiate alkaloids), which all occur in the plant’s resin naturally.
The main psychoactive alkaloids found in the latex are morphine, codeine, thebaine and
papaverine, however, there are many more.
Test your opium (smoke it some at first or lick it). This is to make sure you know what
you’re getting into and haven’t an allergic or negative reaction to the alkaloids. Be
careful and safe.

Please tell me the results of your harvests and the problems you dealt with. I will try
help all of you in everyway possible as long as we keep to the forum rules. No sources,
please.

Thank you.
How to brew Fresh Poppy Pod Tea

You will need:
A metal strainer or cheesecloth.
A stove or some way to boil water.
One large pot and a smaller one.
Fresh Poppy pods.
Flask and Funnel.
Glass Bowls.
Isopropanol alcohol (Only if easily obtained since alkaloids are more soluble in heated alcohol than hot water. I didn't use alcohol, but if one wanted to then by all means you can do it.

1. Snip and gather whatever quantity of pods you desire from your harvest. I cannot recommend any accurate dosages because it varies so much depending on the poppy strain, pod size and maturity, as well as the consumer’s body weight and opiate tolerance. I generally use 15 fresh golf-sized pods for two or three people. For first time consumer, I would try 2 to 5 golf-sized pods and work it up from there. Remember to sip the tea slowly over 20mins to an hour and also don’t drink it all, take your time and savor the moment (I take no responsiblity of people’s dosages. Be very cautious and be well informed about the risks before proceeding with this pictorial.)
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2. Use a sharp knife to cut the pod in half or into four slices and then peel it back like sliced apple to expose the seeds. Usually if the pods are fresh the seeds should be a sticky white gunk.
Now if you want to add the seeds into your tea then do so, otherwise scrap the seeds off the innards of the pod and put as many seeds as you can into a container or glass jar (These seeds can be used later on to plant more poppies).
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3. After you are done cutting the pods into slices and scraping out the seeds gunk. Put the sliced pods into a blender and add approx ¼ water into the blender. This is the stage when you can add flavours into your tea whether it’s orange juice or grapefruit. You can add it later on or earlier, whichever you prefer. You can add anything you want (Minted chocolate.etc) and it’s basically up to you. I will admit the taste and smell of the pod tea is overwhelming, and to some, it’s unbearable
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to consume or even smell. This is why we add flavours to hid the bitter earthy taste of the poppy pod tea.

4. Turn on the Blender to its max for 4mins to ensure the poppy pods are finely cut up into smaller pieces and become liquid form. After 4mins stir the green liquid gently for a minute to help breakup the pods mass so it can be extracted for its alkaloids easier, and afterwards, presume the blending for another 4mins until done.

When your finished blending the poppy pods, it should look like a foamy grass-coloured green liquid that emits an earthy flowery fragrant (similar to freshly cut grass) and then leave this liquid to settle for about 10mins and then after 10mins you should notice that the liquid has darkened to an ivy green.
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5. Pour the foamy green liquid into a clean pot and then turn on the cooker (low temperature) and let the liquid simmer for about 30mins (every 10mins stir it) to give time for the opiate alkaloids to release themselves since opiate alkaloids are soluble in boiling water (Not too hot otherwise certain alkaloids will begin to break down and be destroyed).
6. After the simmering, get a large glass bowl and filter the poppy pod liquid through a mental strainer or cheesecloth into the bowl to get the majority of the pod material.
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7. You can gather up the poppy pod material and reuse it by repeating the previous steps.

8. After that get a flask and funnel. Rip a piece of tissue and stuff the funnel hole as this will act like a filter and get rid of the rest of the pod material. Pour the greenish liquid into the funnel and wait until it goes through, repeat again and again until everything is poured into the flask.
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The end result should be an earthy smelling liquid. Consume and enjoy!

It is extremely important to understand the dangers of poppy pod tea and opium. I’ve messed with a fair amount of opiates to say it’s very easy to get addicted and lose all senses of reality with a blink of an eye. Your dependence on the drug will make you do things you normally wouldn’t do whether it’s robbing your mother’s jewelry to feed your PPT habits or becoming more aggressive and endangering you/and your family welfare. Unfortunately, back when I first did opium/poppy pod tea I was naïve and ignorant of the drug and refused to listen to the warning signs, and because of this addiction it has forced me to raid my friend’s parent’s medicine cabinet for prescription drugs and sometimes these containers are mislabeled and can lead to serious problems. Your adult life/or teenage years (whatever time in your life you do it) will flash before your very eyes and not to mention your family will become more aware of your substance abuse and so it is vital that you respect the drug, heed my warning and not try nod everyday to escape your petty life. I’ve been addicted to opiates for 4/5 years, and I’ve cloaked it from most of my friends and family who after some time became more worried about my unexplained behaviour and aggression. I have heard from many
people that they can ‘stop using the drug whenever’ and this is a false. I’m guilty of saying that phrase myself but you must understand that these addictions are hard to fight alone and serious measures must be taken if one is to be cured of this illness. It’s fun messing with opiates with friends but be very cautious and watch out for one another because if you suspect a friend/family member is a closeted opiate addict then confront them and urge them to seek help.

Suicide is high among us opiate users, and so every moment counts if your willing to save someone you love, don’t wait for someone else to do it, act now and save a life.

I’ve gave you enough information for you to understand opiates are ‘hard drugs’ and must be avoid at all times but if you insist on doing the drugs then take responsibility and respect the drug. Don’t act like your ‘Superman’ and pretend nothing can stop or kill you (This is probably the reason there are people who take more than they’re suppose to and overdose/die). Opiates are a powerful substance that must be taken responsibly, if not, should be avoid at all costs.

I’ve abused it and now I have been ensnared into the world of drug abuse. I get no sleep (stay up all hours of the night, tossing and jerking my head.) as a constant urge of acquiring the drug takes a hold of me, it slowly withers me down until I feel no pain and give up the game. You won’t be able to feel emotion or get your head around things.

Anyway…please…please take it responsibly (as a treatment for pain but do not use as a recreational drug.) or don’t take it at all.

Best regards EK